INTRODUCTION
In model building, the focus is that, there is information in the observed data, and we want to express this information in a compact form through a "model", (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) . Thus, the goal of model selection is to attain a perfect 1-to-1 translation such that no information is lost in going from the data to a model of the information in the data. However, such models (true models) do not exist in the real world. Thus, we can say that models are only approximations. However, we can attempt to find a model for the data that is "best" or close to the true model (the model loses as little information as possible). This thinking leads directly to Kullback-Leibler information (K-L). Thus, we wish then to select a model that minimizes K-L information loss as the best model for inference.
According to Mees (1993) and Burnham et al., (2002) , information criteria are used to identify the model that minimizes K-L information loss. These information criteria are based on the K-L discrepancy, which is a class of loss function. The K-L discrepancy between two models f and g, I (f, g) , can be written equivalently as: 
, log ( ) log g( / ) ,
each with respect to the distribution f. The first expectation of Equation 2 is a constant that depends only on the unknown true distribution (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) . When the second expectation of Equation 2 is computed, this ( ) , I f g could be estimated up to a constant C;
The term ( )
 is a relative directed distance between f and g. Thus,
 becomes the quantity of interest for selecting a best model. This is to say, the model with the minimum I (f, g), is considered as the best model. The information criteria in this study uses log-likelihood function as the K-L information. Generally, information criteria have two main parts; it is of the form;
Here, the deviance is the loss function, which assesses the quality of the model to the data. P (n, k) is the model complexity, which penalize the model order and grows as the number of parameters increase and it is dependent on sample size (n) and the number of fitted parameters (k).
A variety of information criteria have been developed for this purpose. The information criteria that are of interest to this study are Akaike Information Criterion, AIC (Akaike, 1974) , Schwarz Information Criterion, SIC (Schwarz, 1978) and Hannan and Quinn Information Criterion, HQ (Hannan and Quinn, 1979) .
All these criteria have relative advantages depending upon the situation in which they are used. However, in the available literatures and our preliminary analysis, a simple comparison of the AIC, SIC and HQ shows that, they often disagree and when they disagree, the AIC would choose the largest, the SIC the smallest and the HQ the model in between. Thus, there is little uniformity in deciding the model size of a time series analysis. Here, we propose an information criterion that minimizes this challenge. The basis of this proposed information criterion is that, its takes into consideration the average of penalty terms of the AIC, SIC and HQ. The proposed information criterion is validated with the conventional information criteria by studying the asymptotic and non-asymptotic properties of these criteria.
METHODOLOGY Proposed information criterion (PIC)
The proposed information criterion, as indicated below combines the strength of AIC, SIC and HQ. The AIC is expressed as: and Tsai, 1998; Box and Jenkins, 1994) .
Thus, the proposed criterion, PIC, can be defined as:
The penalty of the proposed criterion can be expressed in the following form:
[ ] Here, the penalty term of the proposed information criterion, ϖ , is the average of the penalty terms of AIC, SIC and HQ. The asymptotic properties among penalty terms are indicated below: a) As n → ∞, the penalty terms m → 2k (constant); y → ∞; and x → ∞. Hence, ϖ →∞. This indicates that the ϖ (penalty of PIC), behaves like SIC and HQ when the sample size, n, is very large.
b) As n → 0, the penalty terms m → 2k (constant); y → 0; and x → 0. Hence, ϖ →2k. This means, the ϖ (penalty of PIC), behaves like AIC when the sample size, n, is very small.
Efficiency and consistency

Let
Let f be the true model and g be the model selected as the best model using an information criterion. The selection criterion is said to be asymptotically loss efficient if convergence in probability (Shao, 1997) is as given below.
The selection criterion is said to be consistent if
The terms over-fitting and under-fitting were defined as two ways based on either consistency or efficiency (McQuarrie and Tsai, 1998) . Using efficiency, over-fitting is defined as choosing a model that has more variables than f o . Under-fitting is defined as choosing a model with too few variables compared to f o .
Simulation Study for the proposed information criterion
In order to validate the performance of the proposed information criterion with other conventional information criteria, a simulation study was conducted on different model structure of univariate time series processes.
Precisely, nine simulated datasets were generated from AR(p), p = 1, 2,3; and MA(q), q= 1, 2, 3; and ARMA (p, q), p, q = 1, 2, 3; with 10 replicates and seven different sample sizes.
The set of these sample sizes is to examine the influence of sample size on the ability of an information criterion to correctly select the true model as sample size increases.
Here, the underlined models or true models of the datasets are known, since the datasets were generated from true models. Thus, the generated datasets in each case are fitted to four (4) different models including the true model of which the datasets were generated. In our study, for the AR(p) dataset, we fitted four models i.e., AR(1), AR(2), AR(3) and AR (4); and for the MA(q) datasets; MA(1), MA(2), MA(3) and MA(4) were fitted; while ARMA(1,1), ARMA(2,2), ARMA(3,3) and ARMA(4,4) were fitted to the ARMA(p, q) datasets. These fitted models were selected so that, we can study the non-asymptotic properties of underfitting and over-fitting. For each dataset, the best fitted model was identified by the minimum criterion estimate of the four models. The model selected for each criterion per dataset was then recorded and the frequency of a criterion selecting the correct model or true model was tallied, since we know the model that generated the dataset. The criterion which selected the correct model most often was then considered the best criterion for the analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measuring the stability of information criteria
The results of the simulation study indicating the models, different sample sizes and IC performances are reported in the respective tables. The tabulated results are the percentage or probability of correctly selecting the true model by the criterion. For clarity of interpretations, we define five subjective performance capability categories. These categories show the ability of a criterion to correctly identify the true model from which the specific data was generated.
The first performance rating is defined as "very good" and the assigned percentage is [90 -100] of times a criterion selects the correct model. The second rating is "good" and the assigned percentage is [75% -90%]. The third performance rating is "acceptable" and the assigned percentage is [60 -75%] . The fourth rate is "poor" with the assigned percentage as [45% -60] . The fifth rate is "unacceptable" with assigned percentage as [0 -45%].
Non-asymptotic properties
Here, the focus is to examine; (1) the performance of the individual information criterion, with respect to the probability that the information criterion selects the true model; (2) the overall performance of the four information criteria considered in this study. This is done by ranking the score of the frequency of an information criterion selecting the true model with respect to the weights assign to the performance capabilities categories; (3) the performance of the information criteria as model order increases; (4) under-fitting and over-fitting of information criteria.
Performance of individual information criterion
Here, the performance of AIC, SIC, HQ and the proposed information criterion, (PIC), according to the simulation study are evaluated. Table 1 gives the percentage of selecting the true model using AIC. In the autoregressive processes, AIC performance gets better as sample size increases. However, it's performance in the moving average processes is not consistent as sample size increases. It is obvious that, AIC performed relatively well in both the autoregressive and moving average processes. However, its performance with respect to the mixed processes was not recommendable except when the sample size, n = 1200. Table 2 gives the percentage of selecting the true model using SIC. The performance of SIC was excellent in AR(1) for all sample sizes but performed poorly in AR(2) and AR(3) with small sample sizes. However, SIC performance was better as sample size increased. Thus, SIC performance was consistent as sample size increased; and better with large sample sizes. It is obvious that SIC performance decreased as the order of both single and mixed processes increases. The percentage of selecting the true model using HQ criteria is given in Table 3 . HQ performed very well with very large sample size in all models. It is obvious that HQ performed well when the order of a process is small. The performance of HQ is consistent with respect to the autoregressive processes. The performance of HQ is unacceptable for the ARMA(3,3) with small sample size. However, HQ performed relatively well, overall. The percentage of selecting the true model using PIC is given in Table 4 . The performance of PIC was better in AR(1) for all sample sizes but performed poorly in AR(2), AR(3), MA(3), ARMA(2,2) and ARMA(3,3) with small sample sizes, n = 5 and 15. Generally, PIC performance was better as sample size increases. Thus, PIC performance was consistent as sample size increases in AR(1), AR(2), AR(3), MA(1), MA(2) and ARMA(1,1). In other words, PIC does very well with large sample sizes, but is not consistent as model or process order increases. 
Overall performance of information criterion
A weighted ranking scale based on the performance categories was proposed in order to compare the overall performance of each criterion with respect to other criteria. The overall performance rating summary of Information criteria is given in Table 5 . A decreasing weight was assigned to a decreasing performance category. At each criterion, the number of times that the criterion occurred with respect to the five categories is multiplied by their respective weights. The resultant is summed across categories as the overall performance score of the criterion. Then these scores are ranked with a rank of 1 given to the highest score.
In terms of overall relative performance of criteria, the PIC is ranked as the highest performed information criterion with respect to the probability of selecting the true model. The second performed information criterion is the SIC; followed by HQ and lastly AIC. Thus, we can say that the proposed information criteria (PIC) can consistently select the true model than most of the conventional methods. Therefore, in terms of correctly selecting the true model of an observed data, we recommend the use of the PIC. 
Performance of information criteria as the order of the processes increases
In this section, we assess the performance of information criteria as the order of processes increases. The performance of criteria as model order increases is given in Table 6 . We consider two sample sizes, n=25 (small sample) and n=45 (large sample) for each model, the highest performing criterion is shaded.
It is obvious that, the performances of information criteria are not consistent as the order increase in all the models. However, when sample size n=25, the AIC has the highest number of best performance (given by the 6 shaded values) across the 9 models. When sample size n=45, PIC has the highest number of high performance (the 6 shaded values) across the 9 models, which was followed by the SIC (recording 5 shaded values). Fig. 1 .Shows the performance of different criteria as model order increases for n=25. 
Fig. 1. Performance of criteria as model order increases for n=25
When sample size, n=25, all information criteria performed well at both AR (1) and ARMA (1,1). It is obvious that, SIC performed poorly at high order of mixed models or processes; and AR (2) and AR (3) processes. However, SIC performed well at AR (1), MA (1) and ARMA (1,1). Thus, with small sample sizes, SIC does well at smaller order of processes. PIC did not perform well at MA (2), MA (3) and ARMA (3,3). However, PIC performed well at AR (2), AR (3), ARMA (1,1) and ARMA (2,2). Figure 2 gives the performance of different criteria when model order increases for n=45.
Fig. 2. The performance of criteria as model order increases for n=45
When sample size, n=45, all information criteria performed well at both AR(1) and ARMA(1,1). It is obvious that, SIC performed poorly at high order of mixed models or processes; AR(3) and MA(3) processes. However, SIC performed well at AR(1), MA(1) and ARMA(1,1). Thus, with large sample sizes, SIC does well at smaller order of processes. PIC did not perform well at MA(2), MA(3) and ARMA(3,3). However, PIC performed well at AR(2), AR(3), MA(1), MA(2), MA(3), ARMA(1,1) and ARMA(2,2).
Under-fitting
We examine the percentage or the probability of an information criterion to choose a model with few parameters compared to the true model. Our interest is to identify which information criterion has the possibility of under-fitting under a given situation.
We follow the same weight assigned to the performance capabilities categories. However, we define different performance capability categories this time. Table 7 . AIC is ranked as the criterion which has the lowest probability of under-fitting a true model, followed by HQ. Thus, SIC and PIC turn to underfit more than the AIC and HQ when they do not select the true model.
Over-fitting
We examine the percentage or the probability of an information criterion to choose a model that has more parameters compared to the true model. Our interest is to identify which information criterion has the possibility to over-fit.
We follow the same weight assigned to the performance capabilities categories. However, we defined different performance capabilities categories due to our interest at this time. Table 8 . SIC is ranked as the criterion which has the lowest probability of over-fitting, when it does not select the true model, followed by PIC. Thus, AIC and HQ turn to over-fit more than the SIC and PIC, when they do not select the true model.
Asymptotic properties
Here, the focus is to examine; (1) the performance of the information criteria with respect to increase in the sample sizes; and (2) the asymptotic robustness of the proposed information criterion, (PIC).
Performance of information criteria as sample size increases
In other to examine the information criteria performance as sample size increases, we took the average performance of all the nine (9) models in each case of the four (4) information criteria. We then ranked the average performance of each information criteria with respect to each sample size. In each sample size, the highest performed information criterion is shaded.
The results are presented in Table 9 . AIC performed better when sample size is small. However, it performed relatively poor when sample size is large. Its individual average performance increases as sample size increases. SIC, relatively performed poorly when the sample size is small, but performed excellently well when sample size is small. HQ relative average performance is not consistent with sample size increase. However, it does well when sample is very large. PIC performed well as the sample sizes increased. Its relative rank performance is second. We represent this information graphically. The performance of IC as sample size increases is given in Fig. 3 .
Fig. 3. Performance of IC as sample size increases
It is obvious that, when sample size is less than 45, the AIC performed better but its performance was always poor when the sample size is greater than 25. The performance of SIC is outstanding when the sample is large. The performance of PIC was good. Figure 4 shows the performance of the information criteria (IC) as sample size increases.
Fig. 4. The performance of IC as sample size increases
The PIC was placed first or second when sample size was less than 45. However, for n=45 the PIC was placed first. The PIC closely followed the SIC when sample size increased from 100 to 1200. The AIC was the least performed criterion when sample size is greater than 25. It is obvious that PIC and SIC performed better as the sample size increased asymptotically.
Robust nature of the proposed information criterion, (PIC)
The standard normal error or innovation of a series is N(0,1), to examine the robustness of the proposed criterion, we simulated two additional datasets under AR(1), MA(1) and ARMA(1,1) by varying the variance of the error or innovation, [N(0,2) and N(0,3)]. The focus is to identify if the proposed information criterion selects the true model in these three scenarios. Table 10 shows the robustness of the proposed IC for different error terms. It is obvious that, as sample size approaches infinity, PIC correctly select the true model in the AR (p) and MA (q) processes. In context, as N (30) → ∞, PIC is asymptotically robust, in selecting the true model, with respect to autoregressive and moving average processes. Thus, PIC is asymptotically robust in selecting the true model under the autoregressive and moving average processes. However, this robustness does not work with respect to the mixed processes (ARMA), except when sample size is very large, say n = 1200.
CONCLUSION
We have investigated four information criteria including the proposed information criterion using 9 different models and 7 different sample sizes.
The results revealed that the proposed information criterion performed better than the SIC, AIC and HQ with respect to the overall performance in choosing the true model. The performance of PIC increased when sample size increased. However, PIC turns to under-fit, when the true model is not selected. When sample size is large, PIC is asymptotically robust with respect to single processes, AR(p) and MA(q). Thus, we recommend the proposed information criterion when selecting the order of a univariate time series.
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